State Gift to Big Oil Keeps
Pollution Profitable Under
“Cap-and-Trade”
Californians should know: If state lawmakers accept oil refiners’
current proposal for avoiding direct local emissions control, we can
expect more severe toxic pollution impacts on our health, worsening
environmental injustice—and the failure of California’s climate
initiative.
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California’s Gift to Big Oil:
Cap-and-Trade
Key Findings
Under California’s cap-and-trade program during 2013–2015, a period when there
was no direct limit on greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from refineries:
• State officials gave oil refiners approximately 86 million tonnes of emission
allowances free of charge.
• Refiners leveraged the gift to process cheaper, dirtier-than-average crude oil
and boost production for export of polluting fuels Californians no longer needed,
exceeding otherwise achievable refinery and refined fuel combustion emission
rates by some 33 million and 175 million tonnes CO2e, respectively.
• Toxics emitted with these GHG increments caused serious health hazards,
including substantial risk of death in the state’s refining regions, and disparately
severe impacts in low-income communities of color near the refineries.
• These excess GHG increments alone approached the total to be emitted from all
sources statewide in 2050 if California’s climate goal is to be achieved, showing
that further oil industry expansion risks statewide climate protection failure.
• Refiners pursued plans for capacity expansions that could operate and increase
emissions for several decades, asserting that cap-and-trade would allow the
resultant emissions, and showing it did not discourage those plans.
Direct observations disprove the hypothesis that cap-and-trade alone will encourage
a transition to low carbon technologies in the oil refining sector. Instead, the scheme
is giving refiners emission allowances free of charge, allowing them to emit more per
barrel of crude refined than any other U.S. refining region, emit more from excess
production to export polluting fuels, and further expand the industry’s carbon
footprint globally.
A new cap-and-trade extension proposal blessed by the Governor threatens to
pave the way for expanding oil infrastructure in California. Once it makes those
investments, the oil industry will move even more aggressively to protect them in
the political arena, further corrupting our democratic processes at the state and local
levels, and entrenching environmental injustice in the shadow of its smoke stacks.
The state’s climate initiative could fail, with devastating effects for millions of
Californians living in low-income communities of color.
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Introduction

A review of public records to quantify basic aspects of the state’s cap-and-trade
program performance and oil refining industry performance under this program was
initiated following a proposal by oil companies1 to support reauthorization of the
program in return for a prohibition on direct control of greenhouse gas (GHG)
emissions from oil refineries.
Cap-and-trade’s basic structure provides for economy-wide trading of allowances,
each authorizing one tonne of GHG emission, with the intent to encourage loweremitting technologies through appropriate pricing of the allowances. Thus, the
effects of providing and acquiring allowances on technology choice and emissions
provide a measure of the scheme’s basic functional integrity. Oil refining is the
state’s highest-emitting industrial sector and part of its highest-emitting primary
energy source.2, 3
The review focused on emissions associated with the provision, acquisition, and
observed functional use of allowances in California’s oil refining industry under the
scheme during 2013–2015, a period when there were no direct limits on GHG
emissions from refineries.
Preliminary results identified a serious and urgent problem and are being released
for public and policy maker review for this reason. Under its cap-and-trade
scheme the state is giving refiners emission allowances free of charge, allowing
them to export polluting fuels and expand the industry’s carbon footprint
globally while emitting more carbon per barrel of
crude refined than any other U.S. refining center.
Cap-and-trade allocated approximately 86 million
tonnes of free allowances to refineries during the
three year period from 2013–2015. Excess emissions
associated with oil refining this giveaway allowed
totaled ≈ 208 million tonnes (Mt) of CO2e from
2013–2015, including ≈ 33 Mt of direct refinery
emissions and ≈ 175 Mt of GHGs emitted indirectly
by the use of polluting fuels made here and sold
outside the state. Some 140 Mt of the 208 Mt
total excess was linked to excess refinery
production here for the export of fuels
that were burned in other nations.
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Tonne: metric ton
Mt: Megaton; 1 million tonnes
CO2e: carbon dioxide equivalents
Barrel (oil): 42 U.S. gallons

“Excess emissions” include:
(1) emitting more per barrel of oil
refined than the U.S. average,
(2) emitting more by refining more
oil to export refined fuels, and
(3) indirect emissions from those
polluting refined fuel exports
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Cap-and-Trade
Free allowances to poor climate performance

California refineries emitted ten kilograms more carbon per barrel of oil refined
than the average U.S. refinery from 2013–2015. Their collectively high carbon
intensity was driven primarily by their choice of lower quality, denser crude oil
feedstock,4, 5 and caused ≈ 18.8 Mt of excess GHG emissions from refineries
statewide in this period.

Additional direct emissions of GHGs by California refineries, because of excess
production of fuels for sale elsewhere, totaled ≈ 17.4 Mt in this period, with ≈ 7.6 Mt
of these excess production emissions linked to foreign exports. Their combined
production of gasoline and distillate-diesel exceeded statewide demand for those
fuels, and they sold the excess in other states, and then, increasingly, to other nations.
These emissions are linked to the refiners’ free emission allowances, which were
said to be necessary for cost containment and to prevent “leakage” (see inset), but
instead ended up allowing the excess refinery emissions in two ways. First, the
free allowances drove refiners’ already low
cap-and-trade allowance costs down to an
average of roughly 12 cents per barrel of
“Leakage:” A reduction in emissions of
oil refined, allowing them to profit on lower
greenhouse gases within the state that
is offset by an increase in emissions of
quality, higher-emitting grades of oil that
greenhouse gases outside the state.
were selling at a minimum average price
Health and Safety Code § 38505(j)
discount of approximately $1/barrel.
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Second, instead of using the free allowances for 84 % of its emissions (see table above;
ref. 17) to avoid fuel imports from dirtier refineries elsewhere (“leakage”), the statewide industry expanded exports as Californians used less refined fuel. And it did that
through excess production from the most carbon-intensive refining fleet in the U.S.
Approximately 3.2 Mt of the excess refinery emissions caused by California refiners’
high carbon intensity from 2013–2015 would not have emitted if this extra production
for out-of-state sales had not occurred.

Indirect emissions from excess
refinery production

Refinery production of gasoline and
distillate combined v. taxable sales in
California, 2013–2015

Production:
63.5 billion gallons
Excess production for export emitted
≈ 175 Mt more CO2e from burning fuels
In-state sales: 52.7 billion gallons
that California refineries produced to sell
outside California from 2013–2015.
Substantial contributions to these emissions
came from burning excess production of high-value gasoline and diesel/distillate,
and also from burning the petroleum coke by-product of processing the California
refiners’ low quality, high emission-intensity oil feeds.

Approximately 131 Mt of these indirect emissions are accounted for by excess
production to sell in new, growing foreign markets.12 California refineries produced
≈ 10.8 billion gallons more gasoline and distillate/diesel combined than the state
used from 2013–2015, and sold the excess in other states and nations.6, 7, 8 Refiners
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here exported directly,8 and the
statewide motor fuel production
excess of 10.8 billion gallons
drove net exports of motor fuels
from the U.S. West Coast of
approximately 5.7 billion gallons
in this period.9
Increasing polluting exports in
response to decreasing domestic
demand9 for gasoline and diesel
fuel—and the provision of free
allowances for direct emissions
associated with this expansion of
the industry’s global GHG foot
print—indicate a severe problem
with the cap-and-trade-only
approach to oil refining.
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The emissions in context

Toxic combustion products are causally, strongly, and positively correlated with
GHG emissions from refineries. Despite 50 years of effort to control them without
GHG limits, these toxic and smog-forming pollutants continue to cause serious
widespread health impacts that are disparately severe in low-income communities
of color near refineries.
For example, in May 2017 a group of independent health experts10 estimated Bay
Area mortality impacts from refinery PM2.5 increments co-emitted with refinery
GHG increments of 5.9–16 Mt/yr,11 a range spanning the 11 Mt/yr direct refinery
emission excess allowed by cap-and-trade from 2013–2015. The health experts
found that those emission increments could cause 800–3,000 deaths regionally
over the 40-year operating span of planned oil projects, with disparately severe
impacts, 8–12 times the regional per capita mortality risk, in communities
within 2.5 miles of the refineries.
The excess direct and indirect emission increment that cap-and-trade allowed from
refineries during 2013–2015 (≈ 69 Mt/yr) approaches the total to be emitted from
all sources across the state in 2050 if California is to achieve its 80 percent
emission reduction goal (≈ 86 Mt/yr).3 In other words, cap-and-trade is allowing
refinery emissions that would make it impossible for everyone else in the state to
achieve the state’s 2050 emission target using known technically feasible technology.
This comparison alone illustrates how relying on cap-and-trade instead of direct
emission control could foreclose the possibility of achieving California’s climate
protection goal, but the problem runs deeper. Oil infrastructure operates and emits
for decades once built, and the industry is expanding it now,11 under cap-and-trade
allowances.
Plans to expand low-quality oil refining and refined product export capacities could
create decades-long capital commitments to further increased emissions.
Direct emissions of GHGs and PM2.5 from refineries could as much as double in the
plausible worst case tar sands oil refining scenario, based on peer-reviewed data4, 5
and analysis of planned and proposed Bay Area oil infrastructure projects.11
Meanwhile, the low and rising per capita oil consumption of the 3.5 billion people
living in 21 nations across the Pacific that have begun to import oil-based fuels from
the U.S.,12 and the free allowance-linked push by refiners here into those markets,
suggest that cap-and-trade could allow them to turn California into the gas station of
the Pacific rim.
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Discussion

Inextricably linked to the toxic injustice local communities face here—the global
carbon footprint of the oil industry in California is far more significant than state
officials who portray themselves as global carbon champions appear willing to admit.
Remarkably, the state does not appear to have quantified the emission effects of free
allowances to oil refineries under its cap-and-trade program. This review shows that
can be done. Moreover, our findings generally align with those of previous research
by others—previous findings that the architects of cap-and-trade-only proposals also
appear to have ignored.
Pastor et al. (2010) showed that people of color near refineries face disparately
severe health risk from GHG co-pollutants under cap-and-trade.13 Cushing et al.
(2016) showed that refiners were among the largest users of offsets that allowed them
to avoid direct emission reductions under cap-and-trade.14 OEHHA (2017) showed
that PM2.5 emissions are strongly correlated with CO2e emissions from refineries.15
BAAQMD (2017)2 showed direct limits on refinery emissions are needed, because
cap-and-trade has not controlled those emissions adequately, and state climate targets
are unlikely to be met if refinery emission increases that are foreseeable under
cap-and-trade become manifest.
Quantitative results from this preliminary review may be revised as more data
become available and, more importantly, refinery emission rates can change. In fact,
refinery emissions could have increased more than this review documents, but for the
stands against refinery expansion and tar sands refining projects in recent years by
local communities—communities from Richmond to Wilmington, San Luis Obispo,
Benicia, Rodeo and Crockett, among others. In its opposition to refinery emission
limits proposed by the Bay Area Air District,16 the oil industry itself has asserted that
fully implementing its infrastructure plans will require allowing refinery emissions of
both GHGs and criteria air pollutants to increase.
This information is relevant to consideration of the oil industry’s current legislative
proposal to block any direct control of refinery GHG emissions, even the proposed
Bay Area limits to prevent or “cap” increasing refinery emissions, which would
allow emissions at current rates.
Oil interests have framed a false choice between protecting our most vulnerable
communities’ rights to environmental health in the shadow of the smoke stacks, and
protecting our climate to avert catastrophic impacts that threaten us all. It is a false
choice because the policy they offer to support in this trade-off has proven ineffective
for either purpose based on real-world observations of its performance in California.
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